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Progress in soybean rust sentinel plots
Abstract

Our cooperators have worked hard to establish sentinel plots across Iowa. As of May 1, we have 25 of the 30
plots sown and five plots have begun to emerge. Cool temperatures have temporarily halted plant
development. We are thankful that, to date, we have lost no plots to frost. Our objective with these plots is to
have an early warning should soybean rust reach Iowa. Our strategy for detecting rust early is to have known
areas where the host and environment will allow disease development and to closely monitor these areas.
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Progress in soybean rust sentinel plots
Our cooperators have worked hard to establish sentinel plots across Iowa. As of May 1, we
have 25 of the 30 plots sown and five plots have begun to emerge. Cool temperatures have
temporarily halted plant development. We are thankful that, to date, we have lost no plots to
frost.
Our objective with these plots is to have an early warning should soybean rust reach Iowa.
Our strategy for detecting rust early is to have known areas where the host and environment
will allow disease development and to closely monitor these areas.
So far, soybean rust has only been found in and adjacent to Florida and spores are predicted
to move to eastern areas according to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
soybean rust site. Once plants in our plots have leaves on them and computer models predict
possible spore movement to northern soybean production regions, trained scouts will closely
monitor these plots for soybean rust. This great effort is worthwhile because it gives us
confidence that we will detect soybean rust early if it reaches Iowa, and early detection will
give producers time to apply fungicide when needed.
We are grateful to individuals and companies who provided land and planted these plots.
Iowa State University Research Farms put out 10 plots and Croplan Genetics put out eight.
Others who put out plots are the Andrew Jackson Demonstration Farm, UAP Midwest, and
individual producers who represent the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board, Syngenta Seeds,
Pioneer HiBred International, Asgrow Seed, and Garst Seed.
In addition to providing an early warning system for Iowa farmers so that they need not waste
resources on unnecessary and ineffective fungicide treatments before the pathogen is
present, these plots also will help us learn about the spread and development of soybean
rust if it reaches Iowa.
Sentinel plots are being put out in all soybeanproducing states. The North Central Soybean
Research Program and the United Soybean Board are funding the establishment of sentinel
plots in 20 states. The USDAAPHIS is also establishing sentinel plots. This national effort is
to help all soybean producers because producers can use information from other states for
decision making. You can monitor the scouting and observations of these plots at
www.sbrusa.net/.
The locations of the plots in Iowa are as follows (see map):
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